Cinema Paradiso
Group Cinema parties and Cinema Hire
Group BookingsA minimum of 10 people per booking
$9 per person includes –


Admission to the cinema

$12 per person includes


Admission to the cinema
Mini popcorn and popper

Additional Combos


$14 – admission, mini popcorn, popper and small fairy floss
$15 – admission, mini popcorn, popper and choc top

Carers will have a discounted admission of $10 per person and can opt for a ticket and choc top deal
for $13. Any additional candy bar items are available for purchase at standard prices.

Cinema HireIf you do not wish for your session to be open to the public, we offer the option of hiring a cinema.
Cinema Hire costs are as follows-

Cinema

Seats

Cost

1 -Stella

204

$1836

2 - Art Deco

137

$1233

3 - Royale

104

$936

4 - Piccolo
Mondo

59

$531

6 - The
Cosmo

90

$810

We will allow a reasonable amount of time before your session starts to get seated and the cinema
will need to be vacated in time for the next session.

Cancellation and Deposit Policy:
We do not require a deposit to reserve group bookings. Payment will be taken on day of booking once
numbers have been confirmed. Payment is required in full, 14 days prior to individual cinema hire. No
refund will be given due to no show or if cancelled within 7 days prior to your booking.
Essential Information:
For last minute group bookings, you may select any session that is already scheduled to play for the
coming week, subject to availability. For any group booking, with the exception of cinema hire, the
session will be open to the public. We have pre-set screening times on a Saturday and Sunday for
children’s birthday party bookings. There will be an 11am and 2pm time slot to choose from and these
times may vary slightly, depending on the length of the movie. This is due to our partnership with
Napoli to ensure they can cater for lunch before or after your session.
For cinema hire:
Once we have confirmed the date of the booking, the exact start time will not be confirmed until the
Tuesday prior to the new programming week (Thursday-Wednesday). It is the organisers
responsibility to notify guests of the correct start time and we are unable to hold off sessions for late
patrons.
FAQ
Can I have my party on any day and at any time?
We offer set time slots for children’s birthdays on weekends allowing you to send party invitations in
advance knowing that there will be an appropriate movie screening at that time, as general scheduling
is only provided to us at the start of the week. The set times are Saturday and Sunday at 11am and
2pm. Please keep in mind that these times may vary around 15 minutes depending on the length of
the movie, and final times will be confirmed after the session has been booked. You can make group
bookings for any pre-set session during the week but the weekend time slots are appointed to ensure
you can choose a suitable movie with time for lunch and cake. If you have any other requests, please
let us know in writing via email. Please keep in mind that whilst the cinema is open from morning until
night not all staff working in the candy bar organise bookings so it is always best to email us. Also that
general cinema scheduling is only provided to us on the Monday or Tuesday before the upcoming
weekend so
Is there a designated area we can cut cake?
Unfortunately, we are unable to offer a space for cake and edibles. We work alongside Napoli
restaurant and recommend organising your catering through them. Our pre-set children’s time slots
allow you to have lunch and cut cake either before or after your session.
Will we have the cinema to ourselves?
Whilst you are given a selection of movies to choose from in advance, we will still open the session to
the public. It is, however, possible to hire out the entire cinema if you would like a private session and
we are able to send through more details on request.
Can we hand out presents in the cinema?
With all group bookings, the cinema will remain open to the public. We kindly ask that you hold off
from opening presents until after you have left your session. It may be possible for you to exchange
presents in the restaurant next door.
Can we sit wherever we like? What if there isn’t enough space for our group to sit together?
Our seats are not allocated. We ask that you arrive to your session 20 mins before your time slot. This
will allow adequate time for the staff to get you seated before we allow the general public inside the
cinema. If you do not arrive to your session on time, unfortunately we cannot hold off the movie for
you and we will continue to screen for the general public.
Can we bring a DVD and play it?
We are not able to facilitate DVD screenings, however we can play some older movies that are not on
our program. Our Cinema Paradiso movie scheduler can “hire” and provide these for you, however, it
will cost approximately $300+ GST, in addition to the cost to hire a cinema. The exact amount will
vary from different distributors, however if you provide the name of the movie you wish to play, we can
provide a quote for you.

Some mums have toddlers they wish to bring. Will we have to pay for them too?
We charge $5 admission for children 3 years and under. Babies will be free of charge. Please be
mindful of other guests in the cinema if you are bringing small children or babies to a screening.
Can we store the bags and presents anywhere?
We do not provide lockers at the cinema so please keep your valuables on you. We can place prams,
scooters and other similar items behind the candy bar but we will not be held liable for any damages
or the loss of these. You are welcome to take bags and presents into the cinema and pass on to the
usher to place up the front of the cinema. We ask that the items you place towards the front of the
cinema are not accessed during the movie to prevent disturbance to other patrons and you keep any
items on you that you may need for the duration of the movie. If you have any other queries relating to
the storage of your items for your birthday party, please put these requests in an email.
Do you provide party bags?
No, but you are welcome to bring your own and hand them out at the conclusion of the movie. We ask
that you take all rubbish with you.
Can I bring my own food?
The Cinema does not allow outside food to be brought to the cinema, in part to prevent disturbance to
other patrons and eliminate the need for excessive cleaning after sessions. We offer various combos
and an array of candy bar items. Pizza and pasta dining is available next door at Napoli Restaurant
where you are able to provide you own cake and cut it there before or after your session. If you have
any other enquiries regarding food/ allergens etc, please contact Napoli Restaurant.

Oz Napoli Pizza And Pasta Restaurant
Shop 1-2/189 Ocean
Central Coast, NSW

View

Rd, Ettalong

(02) 4342 5555
http://oznapolipizzapastarestaurant.com.au/

189 Ocean View Road, Ettalong NSW 2257
Telephone (02) 4343 1977
Email – cinema@ettalongbeachtouristresort.com.au

Beach

